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FictionTheme 2 Water
Josh breathed deeply as he walked
along the diving board; every
measured step seemed to take an
eternity. He stood right on the end still
as a statue. Ten metres below him,
the blue water sparkled slightly and all
around the packed Aquatics Centre
there was a hushed sense of
expectation as stillness fell across the
audience.

He took a minute to compose himself.
He thought of all the events that had
led up to this moment and in his
mind’s eye he could see himself as a
three year old in red trunks and arm
bands thrashing around in the water
and loving every minute of his
swimming lessons.

His parents could not have foreseen
that their enthusiasm for him to learn
to swim would lead to them getting up
at 5 am each day to drive him two
miles to the local swimming pool
where he would perfect his strokes,
build his strength and then develop a
passion for leaping off the diving
board. It hadn’t always been easy,
especially on icy winter mornings
when it was hard to get out of bed and
sometimes when he arrived at school
he felt as though he had already done
a day’s work. Some of the boys in his
class teased him because he couldn’t
stay out late and seldom went to
parties. But it was worth every second
of rigorous training and sticking to a
sensible diet just to stand here
drinking in the atmosphere and

representing his country. He lifted his
eyes for a second and scanned the
sea of upturned faces. Although he
could not see his parents, he knew
that they were out there in the
audience, very nervous and very
proud of all that he’d achieved so far
and no doubt wondering whether he
would be the one who would stand on
the top of the podium with a gold
medal round his neck at the end of
the day.

With just half a minute to go, he
thought of all the training that had
gone into making this the biggest day
of his life. He recalled the gruelling
routine of daily running and cycling
and exhausting work-outs in the gym
when he had almost been reduced to
tears as his trainer Mike urged him on
and wouldn’t let him give up. He
thought about the days when he had
sometimes done one hundred dives in
a session, pushing himself to the very
limits of his endurance until he barely
had the strength to get out of the pool.
And he knew that he wouldn’t change
a thing. There was nowhere in the
world that he would rather be at this
moment. He curled his toes over the
edge of the board for a second and
pulled his shoulders back, the tension
was now almost unbearable and he
couldn’t wait to start.
“Good luck,” his mum had said as
they parted at the door of the
changing room. Yes, he would need
good luck if he was going to win a
medal, the other competitors had

trained just as hard as he had and
were every bit as skilled and
focussed. And the boy who had dived
first was obviously devastated that his
entry into the pool had been less than
perfect and he had been marked
down. Josh pushed away the
thoughts of what could go wrong.

His dad’s words rang in his ears as he
flexed his muscles, bent his knees
and launched himself off the board,
somersaulting and twisting through
the air towards the blue pool.
“Josh, you can only do your best.
Nobody expects more than that. Just
go out there and enjoy the
experience.”
And as he broke through the
shimmering surface like an arrow he
knew that he had given his all, he had
done his best and it was the most
wonderful moment of his life as he
emerged from the water to the sound
of tumultuous applause from the
home crowd. People were standing in
their seats and cheering as he made
his way to the edge of the pool and he
could not control the wide grin that lit
up his face.

He hauled himself out of the pool,
took the towel that Mike held out to
him and conscious that the TV
cameras were picking up every
expression that crossed his face, he
pulled the towel tightly around him
and waited for the judges to
announce his score.

The Dive



1 Why do you think Josh’s ‘every measured step seemed to take an
eternity’ as he walked along the diving board?

2 ‘He took a minute to compose himself.’ What does this mean?

3 What evidence suggests Josh’s parents supported his efforts to win a gold
medal in diving?

4 Why did some boys tease Josh?

5 What does the ‘sea of upturned faces’ describe?

6 Why was this ‘the biggest day of his life’?

7 Why do you think Josh thought ‘There was nowhere in the world he would
rather be at this moment’?

8 Which two phrases best describe the audience’s reaction to Josh’s dive?
Give reason for your choices.

‘tumultuous applause’ ‘stood up to see better’

‘standing in their seats cheering’ ‘clapped loudly’

Imagine you have just competed in a challenging competition. Write a short
account telling how you felt the few minutes before the start of the event.

Choose the best word or group of words to fit the passage and put a ring
around your choice.

Josh walked along the diving board and stood as still as a statue above the

1 still blue clear choppy

water. He thought of all the events that had led to this moment. He
remembered as a three year old wearing his

2 orange black red green

trunks. He remembered getting up at

3 4am 5am 6am 7am

each morning to train. He looked at the faces but even though he could not
see his

4 uncles aunts grandparents parents

he knew they were in the audience. He thought of the exhausting workouts in
the gym when he had almost been

5 ready to give up. reduced to tears. ready to get a job.

He curled his toes over the edge of the diving board and pulled his

6 arms knees chest shoulders

back. He dived and broke through the water’s surface like an arrow. The
audience applauded.
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How To Play The Recorder
Non-Fiction (Instructions)Theme 4 Music

Your recorder has eight finger holes,
seven on the front, and one on the
back. Place your left hand thumb on
the back hole and your left hand
index finger (your first finger) on the
top hole at the front.

Cover the next two front holes with
your second and third finger, again
with your left hand.

Next, place your right hand fingers
over the lower holes, supporting the

instrument with your thumb by
resting it on the back of the recorder.

Make sure that all the holes on the
recorder are covered. If they are not
covered properly, it will affect the
sound made.

To create your first sound, place the
tip of the mouthpiece in your mouth
making sure that the sound hole just
below the mouthpiece is not
covered.

Blow gently into the mouthpiece to
create your first note. With all the
holes covered you should be able to
produce the note, middle C.

Use the diagram above to practise
changing your fingers to create
different notes. The black dots show
the holes that are covered.

How to get started with your new Recorder

Recorder Finger Chart

front view



1 How many holes need to be
covered to play the following
notes?

2 Where can the eight finger holes be found on a recorder?

3 What happens if you do not cover a hole properly?

4 Where is the sound hole located?

5 What is the name given to the hole on the back of the recorder?

6 Why is one part of the recorder called the mouthpiece?

7 How can different notes be played on the recorder?

8 What do the black dots represent in the ‘Recorder Finger Chart’?

Write a short set of instructions describing how to get a sound out of another
instrument. (Hint, if you are not musical you could always describe a drum
kit!) It may help to draw a simple labelled diagram to go with your instructions.

Choose the best word or group of words to fit the passage and put a ring
around your choice.

Your recorder has

1 four six eight ten

finger holes. Place your left hand

2 thumb little finger toe index finger

on the back hole and your left hand

3 thumb little finger toe index finger

on the top hole at the front. Cover the next two front holes with the 2nd and
3rd finger of your left hand. Next place your

4 right hand left hand right foot left foot

fingers over the lower holes. To create a sound blow

5 hard softly gently carefully

into the mouthpiece. With all the holes covered you should be able to make
the note, middle

6 A. B. C. D.

Change the number of holes covered by your fingers to make different notes.
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How To Play The Recorder Note No. of holes covered

Middle C

E

F

C

B
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